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 Dear     Parents/Carers 

 We     hope     you     are     managing     to     keep     well.     There     are 
 lots     of     viruses     going     around     at     the     moment     and     so 
 as     a     school     we     are     having     to     be     very     mindful     about 
 infection     control.     We     are     grateful     that 
 Parents/Carers     keep     their     children     at     home     when 
 they     are     not     well     enough     to     be     in     school. 

 Best     Wishes 

 Stephen     Passey 
 Headteacher 

 Dates     for     the     Diary: 

 ★  Friday     10th     February  -     Last     day     of     term 
 ★  Monday     20th     February  -     Inset     day 
 ★  Tuesday     21st     February  -     Pupils     return     to     school 

 Happy     Chinese     New     Year     🎇 

 This     year     is     the     year     of     the     Rabbit. 

 The     sign     of     the     Rabbit     is     a     symbol     of     longevity, 
 peace,     and     prosperity     in     Chinese     culture. 
 2023     is     predicted     to     be     a     year     of     hope. 

 This     week’s     round     up     from     the     classes… 

 Reception     /     KS1:     Sunflower     Class: 
 It’s     been     a 
 brilliant     start     to 
 the     term     in     our 
 class.      We     are 
 doing     lots     of 
 space     themed 
 activities     and 
 have     started     the 
 sensory     story     of 
 Whatever     Next, 
 using     the     props 
 and     symbols     to 
 retell     the     story. 

 This     week     we     have 
 also     been 
 celebrating     Chinese 
 New     Year     and     have 
 been     looking     at     the 
 different     foods, 
 music     and     dances 
 associated     with     this 
 celebration.      We 
 made     vegetable 
 sushi,     exploring     the 
 texture     of     sticky 
 rice,     seaweed     and 
 vegetables.     We     also 
 did     colouring     and 
 mark     making 
 around     this     topic 
 too. 
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 KS2:     Lilac     Class 

 Everyone     was     so     excited     to     come     back     to     school     and     share 
 their     news     about     the     holidays. 

 Our     first     week     back     we     journeyed     to     the     Antarctic,     and 
 looked     at     the     landscape     and     animals     at     the     South     Pole.     We 
 thought     about     what     clothes     pack     in     our     suitcase     and     made 
 Maths     journeys     across     our     own     ice     glaciers. 

 We’ve     learnt     about     Chinese     New     Year     and     had     great     fun 
 learning     about     where     China     is,     and     the     story     of     the     zodiac 
 animals     in     our     writing.     We     made     our     own     Spring     rolls,     and 
 served     them     with     noodles     and     experimented     making     marks 
 and     eating     chopsticks.     We     made     a     Pineapple     upside     down 
 cake     too     and     the     students     gave     their     creation     100/10! 

 Our     termly     project     is     Opposites,     and     in     Art     we     have     been 
 experimenting     with     warm     and     cold     colours,     and     started     our 
 own     colour     mixing     experiment. 

 We     have     continued     with     our     weekly     cycling,     and     practising 
 our     left,     and     right     turns     and     using     our     brakes     when     turning 
 corners.     The     daily     games     of     frisbee     and     ball     games     are 
 helping     us     fill     our     Wellbeing     bucket. 

 Bella,     the     therapy     dog,     has     made     a     few     visits     and     we     asked 
 some     fantastic     questions     to     Bella’s     owner     about     looking     after 
 animals     and     keeping     them     healthy. 

 We     are     looking     after     our     seedlings,     and     looking     forward     to 
 getting     back     out     to     plant     our     Onion     bulbs     and     potatoes      in 
 the     coming     weeks. 

 KS1:     Sweet     Pea     Class 
 Wow!     What     an     amazing     start     to 
 the     spring     term!     We     focused     on 
 the     Chinese     New     Year     this     week 
 and     we     loved     learning     about 
 different     Chinese     traditions.     We 
 made     lanterns     and     tried     to     copy 
 the     chinese     numbers.     Everyone     did 
 a     great     job! 

 In     our     cooking     session,     we     were 
 inspired     by     Chinese     cuisine     to 
 make     our     fruit     rolls.     We     practised 
 maths     by     counting     our     fruit,     our 
 hand     eye     coordination     by     cutting 
 our     fruit     and     finally     independence 
 and     safety,     two     of     our     core     values 
 in     our     SLICE     curriculum. 
 Our     English     sessions     were     great 
 and     we     practised     handwriting     in 
 paint     and     flour     while     blending.     We 
 did     lots     of     sensory     stories,     but     our     favourite     one     was     the 
 weather     hunt.     We     identified     different     types     of     weather 
 through     movements     and     by     feeling     and     exploring     all     of     our 
 lovely     materials,     like     flour     for     snow     and     colourful     pom     poms 
 for     the     rainbow.     Well     done     Sweetpea     class! 



 KS3:     Cosmos     Class 
 It’s  been  a  great  start  to  the  term.  We’ve  introduced  our  new 

 theme  of  ‘Our  lifetimes’  and  in  music  sessions  we’ve  been 

 able  to  explore  a  range  of  instruments,  both  new  and  old. 

 Cooking  sessions  have  been  great  fun  and  have  been 

 fantastic  opportunities  to  develop  our  safety  skills,  peeling 

 apples  to  make  a  crumble  and  grating  cheese  to  make  cheese 

 straws. 

 ‘Move  a  While  to  Fill  your  Bucket’  has  seen  us  explore  how  to 

 be  kind  to  one  another  and  how  to  be  inclusive,  translating 

 that  in  art  as  we  filled  each  other's  buckets  with  a  range  of 

 collage  materials.  We’ve  also  been  getting  active  in  maths, 

 by  using  frisbees  to  target  numbers  and  use  addition  skills  to 

 build  team  scores.  In  maths  we’ve  also  been  using 

 non-standard  units  of  measure  to  make  comparisons  and 

 predictions     regarding     different     classroom     items. 

 KS1:     Snapdragon     Class 
 We     had     an     amazing     start     to     the     new 

 term. 

 In     English,     we     have     been     focusing     on 

 our     sensory     story     ‘Whatever     Next’. 

 We     have     been     so     creative     with     the 

 story,     pretending     to     be     baby     bear, 

 making     a     rocket     and     going     to     the 

 moon! 

 In     Maths,     we     have     been     ordering     rocket     numbers     and 

 counting     out     objects     to     10.     We     have     also     used     other 

 concrete     resources     such     as     numicon     and     counting     bears     to 

 help     our     understanding     of     number. 

 We     have     loved     mark 

 making     in     our 

 continuous     provision. 

 We     practised     our     early 

 letter     formation.     We 

 also     followed     Widgit 

 symbols     to     make     our 

 own     paint     with 

 pipettes,     water     and 

 powder     paint. 

 We     have     also     enjoyed     lots     of     sensory     play.     We     have     explored 

 a     range     of     different     textures,     in     different     ways.     We     jumped     in 

 muddy     puddles,     played     with     foam,     made     gloop     and     sieved 

 flour. 



 KS3:     Iris     Class 

 Everyone      was     excited     to 
 return     to     school. 

 We     started     to     get     back     into 
 the     routine     and     continued 
 improving     our     reading     skills 
 and     reading     comprehension 

 based     on     the     Sound     Reading 
 System     (SRS)     approach.     We 
 continue     developing     our 
 writing     skills     using     symbols 
 and     colourful     semantic     or     SRS 
 worksheets     to     work     on 
 specific     sounds     and     write 
 sentences     following     our 

 Sound     and     Reading     System 
 approach.     We     keep     expanding     our 
 communication     skills     by     using 
 discussion     cards     to     talk     about 
 different     scenarios     like     internet 

 safety     or     friendship, 
 and     we     practise 
 those     skills     by 
 playing     board 
 games     such     as 
 Pop     up     Pirate     and 
 Hedbanz. 

 We     continue     working     in     our     independence     skills     during 
 cooking     lessons     measuring     scoops,     grams,     or     millilitres     of 
 those     ingredients     following     instructions     to     put     more     or     less 
 of     specific     ingredients     into     different     mixtures. 

 To     support     our 
 maths     and 
 independence 
 skills     we 
 continue 
 working     on 
 number     lines 
 and     matching 

 number     lines     with     different     quantities 
 using     different     materials.     Some     of     us 
 are     also     working     on     solving     time 
 problems,     calculating     when     the     food 
 will     be     ready     or     learning     to     put     a 
 timer     on     an     iPod.     We     are     also     working 
 on     number     bonds     using     Numicon, 
 some     of     us     are     also     matching     the 
 price     tag     of     different     items     with     coins 
 using     different     approaches. 

 KS2:     Lemongrass     Class 

 We’ve     had     a 

 wonderful     couple     of 

 weeks     back     in     class. 

 We     have     been 

 working     on     our 

 individual     targets     in 

 maths,     using     different 

 resources     to     support 

 our     understanding     of 

 quantities,     number 

 recognition     and     size. 

 In     English     we     have 

 been     practising     our 

 skills     to     write     our 

 names     as     well     as 

 developing     our     letter 

 recognition     and     fine 

 motor     skills,     using 

 different     materials. 

 We     have     enjoyed 

 our     PE     sessions, 

 using     the     pommel 

 horse     and     the 

 indoor     trampoline 

 to     develop 

 coordination     and 

 gross     motor     skills. 

 We     have     also 

 been     doing     some 

 yoga     in     the 

 classroom     to 

 support     our 

 wellbeing. 

 Our     class     has     also 

 discovered     a     love 

 of     jigsaw     puzzles, 

 which     develops 

 mindfulness     and 

 concentration. 



 KS3/4:     Ivy     Class 

 We     have     had     a     super     fun, 

 busy     few     weeks     in     class. 

 We     have     enjoyed     lots     of 

 communication     and 

 interaction     games     which 

 have     supported     us     in     lots     of 

 areas     of     learning     including 

 supporting     our     wellbeing. 

 Cricket     with  Lord     Taverners     has     been  so     much     fun! 

 Everyone     is     really     enjoying     taking     part     in     this     and     joining     in 

 with     different     peer     groups. 

 Other     physical     activities     this     week     have     included     bikes,     trikes, 

 Go     Karts,     football,     basketball     and     dancing. 

 KS2:     Lotus     Class 

 We     have     had     a     very     busy     fortnight     in     class     and     the     new     term 

 has     started     with     renewed     energy     and     vigour.     The     first     week 

 we     spent     time     looking     at     opposites:     big     and     small,     on     and     off 

 under     and     over     we     explored     the     whole     range.     We     then 

 looked     at     hot     and     cold     and     enjoyed     making     (luke     warm)     hot 

 chocolate,     and     feeling     the     contrast     of     ice     cubes. 

 We     have     continued     working     on     our     targets     in     maths     and 

 enjoyed     sorting     and     counting      as     this     fitted     in     with     our     work 

 on     animals     that     live     in     warm     climates     or     cold     ones. 

 This     week     we     have     been     doing     lots     of     work     around     the 

 Chinese     New     Year      and     movement. 

 We     made     lots     of     things     for     our     dragon     dance     including     : 

 dragon     masks,     dragon     lanterns     and     fans.     We     then     had     lots     of 

 fun     thinking     about     how     we     could     move     and     dance     like     a 

 dragon. 

 We     have     looked     at     our     book     this     week     “     Giraffe     Can’t     Dance” 

 which     has     aso     tied     in     with     our     work     on     movement. 

 Overall     we     have     had     a     very     productive     fortnight. 



 KS4:     Clover     Class 

 It     has     been     a     very     happy     new     year     in 

 class!     We     have     loved     cooking,     and     have 

 practised     our     independence     skills     and 

 working     as     a     team.     Some     of     us     collected 

 ingredients,     others 

 weighed     them,     and 

 each     took     turns     in 

 completing     a     part     of     the     recipe.     It’s     fun 

 to     do     the     cooking     and     eating,     but     we     also 

 know     how     important     it     is     to     wash     and 

 tidy     up     properly     afterwards     too! 

 We     have     been 

 exploring     lots     of     ways     of     doing     maths; 

 using     technology,     playing     board 

 games,     investigating     different     ways     of 

 finding     quarters 

 and     halves     and 

 working     through 

 some     tricky 

 problem     solving     as     well     as     counting 

 accurately     and     sorting     carefully. 

 We     have     learned 

 about     the     bones 

 in     our     body     and 

 how     important     it 

 is     to     brush     our 

 teeth.     We     were 

 amazed     to     see 

 what     happened 

 to     the     inside     of 

 the     egg     shells 

 after     they     were 

 soaked     in     coca 

 cola,     energy 

 drinks     and     water 

 for     2     days!     We 

 had     fun     experimenting     with     art     using 

 toothbrushes;     here     is     some     of     our     work: 

 Clover     Class     have     been     just     wonderful     at     filling     each     other’s 

 buckets.     This     is     the     way     we     all     think     of     others     and     make     them 

 feel     happy.     Our     new     Teacher,     Deborah,     has     had     her     bucket 

 filled     every     day     and     has     been     delighted     to     become     part     of     the 

 John     Watson     family! 

 KS2:     Lupin     Class 

 Our     topic     this     term     is 

 Opposites,     and     we 

 started     by     looking     at     Hot 

 and     Cold!      We     had     a 

 story     about     going     on     a 

 polar     bear     hunt,     and     had 

 a     fun     snowball     fight     in 

 the     classroom.      We     also 

 had     some     ice     cream     to 

 make     sure     we     knew 

 what     cold     food     was     like! 

 We     have     used     balance 
 beams     in     PE     to     support 
 our     development     of     our 
 awareness     of     our 
 bodies     and     our 
 concentration     skills. 

 We     then     used     our     improved     balancing     skills     to     relax     on     the 
 climbing     frame. 

 This     week     we     are 
 learning     about     being 
 fast     and     slow.      We 
 linked     this     to     learning 
 about     Chinese     New 
 Year,     so     we     learnt     a 
 dragon     dance     and     we 
 had     to     dance     very     fast 
 and     then     very     slowly. 

 We     are,     of     course,     continuing     with     our     english     work     and     our 
 maths     work     using      a     variety     of     media     including     STERN     blocks, 
 clocks,     the     interactive     whiteboard      and     plastic     ducks. 



 Sixth  Form:     Elderflower     Class 

 It     has     been     lovely     to     welcome     all     the     students     back     to     school 

 after     the     holidays. 

 We     have     been     busy     learning     how     to     knead     and     shape     rolls. 

 We     have     been     busy     working     on     two     new     life     skill     challenges. 

 For     one     we     have     been     learning     about     different     textures     and 

 matching     symbols     to     describe     how     each     material     feels     when 

 it     is     touched.     Linked     to     this     challenge     we     had     fun     making 

 recycled     paper. 

 We     have     also     used     pastels,     charcoal     crayons     and     charcoal     to 

 draw     aboriginal     symbols.     This     activity     has     been     linked     to     a     life 

 skill     challenge     linked     to     aboriginal     art. 

 Continued… 

 KS2:     Lavender     Class 
 We  have     had     a     busy     few     weeks     in     class.     It     has     been     lovely 
 exploring     our     new     opposites     topic.     Last     week     we     worked 
 very     hard     focusing     on     “hot     and     cold”.     We     explored     an 
 exciting     sensory     story     “     we’re     all     going     on     a     polar     bear     hunt”, 
 we     played     in     shaving     foam,     experienced     echoey     sounds     and 
 enjoyed     shining     lights     in     our     “bear     cave”,     we     ended     our     story 
 with     enjoying     cold     ice     cream. 

 This     week     we     have     been     exploring     Chinese     New     Year,     we 
 have     loved     watching     dragon     dancing     and     had     a     go     at     doing 
 our     own     dragon     dance.      During     a     Chinese     new     year     themed 
 Attention     Autism     session     we     explored     loud     and     quiet 
 sounds,     made     a     red     and     gold     painted     dragon     and     had     a     go 
 making     our     own     dragon     biscuits. 



 Sixth  Form:     Elderflower     Class: 

 We     had     fun     exploring     various     textures     with     our     feet. 

 The     keep     fit     activities     we     have     completed     this     term     have 

 included     dancing     with     the     parachute     and     practising     our     ball 

 skills. 

 Community     visits     have     started     again     after     having     a     break     over 

 the     holidays.     Activities     that     small     groups     of     students     have 

 taken     part     in     include     swimming,     Wheels,     Wheatley     Park 

 library     visits,     village     library     visits     and     walking     to     the     local 

 bakery. 

 Find     out     more     about     a     range     of     tips     on     how     to     keep     your 
 child     safe     online. 

 National     Online     Safety     is     now     available     in     an     app 
 Access     resources     on     the     go     with     this     easy-to-use     mobile     app. 
 This     app     empowers     adults     to     understand     and     address     online 
 safeguarding     risks     any     time,     anywhere,     on     any     device. 

 download     the     free     app     today 

 Please     click  here  for     a     guide     to     setting     up     apps     and     games 
 safely     on     your     home     devices. 

 News     from     outside     school 

 One     of     our     amazing     John     Watson     School     families     raised     a 

 whopping     £500     for     the     school,     with     their     fantastic     Christmas 

 light     display! 

 Congratulations     to     Luke     Wright! 

 Luke     was     voted     swimmer     of     the     year     for     2022 
 at     Risborough     Springs 

 (this     was     out     of     over     1000     children!). 

 Everyone     is     very     proud     of     him! 
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